Introduction
A common treatment for breast cancer involves surgical removal of the tumour, followed by radiotherapy to the remaining breast tissue. This reduces the risk of local recurrence. The region of the breast close to where the tumour is removed is known as the 'tumour bed', and is the most likely place for disease relapse. It is therefore desirable to preferentially irradiate this region. However the tumour bed undergoes significant shape and volume changes over the time-frame of radiotherapy planning and delivery [1, 2] . The localization of the tumour bed is difficult because it comprises soft tissue and hence has little x-ray imaging contrast. These factors may result in under-dosage of the clinical target volume or over-dosage of healthy adjacent tissues. These issues become more concerning in the context of partial breast irradiation (PBI). Modelling of tissue mechanics could be used to accurately quantify changes in the breast during the course of radiotherapy and could therefore be developed for use in adaptive radiotherapy (ART).
For realistic modelling the breast has to be segmented into its various components, including fibroglandular and fatty tissue, and assigned suitable material properties. Several authors have proposed algorithms for segmentation of breast tissues [3] [4] [5] [6] . A study that validates and compares these methods is required. However, in the absence of true segmentation, validation becomes a challenging task. We have proposed a two-stage approach for evaluating the performance of tissue segmentation methods. The first stage is to evaluate the performance of segmentation algorithms based on the knowledge that the measured breast composition should remain the same when measured from image data acquired in different positions. The second stage was comparison with segmentation using the tissue outlines from the experts. Figure 1 illustrates two different distributions (sparse and nonsparse) of fibroglandular tissue in the breast. We tested the hypothesis that the sparseness of the fibroglandular tissue distribution affects the accuracy of breast tissue segmentation.
The aims of this study were, (1) to validate and compare various segmentation methods for computed tomography (CT) data and to determine the best method; (2) to determine the effects of the tissue distribution on the segmentation accuracy. 
Methods
A set of algorithms was used to segment datasets into fibroglandular and fatty tissues, and in some cases also into 'other' (breast tissue that cannot be classified either as fat or fibroglandular tissue) and background (a voxel that does not lie within the whole breast). The whole breast was first segmented from the CT dataset using clinician outlining and then tissue segmentation methods were applied.
Patient data
A clinical pilot study, approved by the local ethics committee, to compare prone and supine positioning for breast radiotherapy was carried at the Royal Marsden Hospital [7] . Patients underwent CT imaging in both supine and prone positions on the same day. Datasets of 24 patients from that study were used in this work. CT data consisted of axial slices. On each slice whole breast were delineated by a single clinician [7] . An observer (EH), visually assessed the breast datasets and ranked the sparseness of fibroglandular tissue distribution on a scale of 1 to 5, (where 5 was the most sparse, i.e. very thin strands of fibroglandular tissue). The patient data were divided into two groups based on the ranks: non-sparse (rank 1-3) and sparse group (rank 4-5) [8] .
Segmentation Methods 2.2.1. Physical density thresholding.
The physical density values corresponding to the CT number were assigned to each voxel in a CT dataset by linear interpolation of the CT to density conversion table of the scanner. Physical density ranges for different breast tissues were obtained from the literature [9] . Voxels with physical density values that fall within the ranges were classified as fat or fibroglandular tissue. This will be called the hard range method. An expanded tissue range (the soft range method) was also investigated.
Interactive Thresholding.
In this method the user interactively sets intensity CT number threshold and all the voxels with CT number higher than this threshold are labelled as fibroglandular and other voxels as fat, until the user judges the best segmentation is achieved.
K-means clustering.
This method results in clustering of the dataset. Segmentation was performed using 3 classes: background, fibroglandular and fat [6] .
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering.
This method results in fuzzy clustering, the voxels are assigned probabilities (membership values) of belonging to the class (fat, fibroglandular) [4] . After fuzzy clustering, the fibroglandular class was thresholded at various probabilities to yield the segmentation. Segmentation was performed with three classes (FCM3) i.e. background, fibroglandular and fat and with four classes (FCM4) by adding another class labelled as 'other'.
Validation of Segmentation
Analysis of variance (ANOVA)) followed by post-hoc comparisons (Bonferroni, p<0.05) were used to test for statistical differences between methods. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare the accuracy of the segmentation methods for non-sparse and sparse groups.
Prone-supine evaluation.
The segmentation methods were used to find the volume of fibroglandular tissues and volumetric breast density (VBD, the percentage of breast that is composed of fibroglandular tissue) was calculated for all patient datasets. For each patient, relative difference in VBD between prone and supine positions was also calculated.
Expert validation.
Mid-breast CT slices from 12 of the patients were selected randomly and outlined by the three experts. These 36 outlines were used individually for pair-wise comparison with algorithmic segmentation using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC). The DSC is defined as the ratio of the volume of intersection of two volumes to the mean of the two volumes. For identically segmented slices DSC=1.
RESULTS

Prone-supine validation
Mean (averaged over all patients) VBD measured using FCM3 and FCM4 decreases with an increase in threshold level as shown in figure 2a. VBD decreased with increasing threshold because the fibroglandular class assignment was made more stringent. VBD was smaller for FCM4 than FCM3 at a given threshold because in FCM4 the membership values for fibroglandular class will always be less than or equal to that for FCM3. Mean relative difference between supine and prone VBD for various thresholding criteria was 8%-9% and 16%-17% with 3 and 4 classes, respectively. The measured mean VBD using the various methods are shown in figure 2b. The various methods give different VBD values and the mean relative difference between supine and prone values from the respective methods was between 8% and 21%. Mean relative difference was lowest for FCM3. ANOVA failed to indicate significant differences (p=0.08) between the various methods. Physical density methods performed poorly and were not considered for expert validation. 
Expert validation
The Dice similarity coefficient was calculated for FCM3, FCM4, interactive thresholding, and kmeans clustering methods. There was good agreement between expert outlines with mean DSC of 0.85 (standard deviation was 0.08) for the pairs of expert outlines. The Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) for validation of FCM segmentation with three classes (FCM3) and with four classes (FCM4) as a function of threshold is presented in figure 3a . It was found that for any threshold, the mean DSC for segmentation with FCM3 was higher than for FCM4. ANOVA on the DSC of FCM3 and FCM4 methods with different thresholding criteria indicated that FCM3 performed significantly better (p<0.001) than FCM4. The FCM3 thresholded at 0.10; 0.15; and 0.20 had the highest mean Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) of 0.70. ANOVA on the DSC of FCM3 at different threshold values indicated that there were significant differences between different thresholding levels (p<0.001). However, post-hoc analysis (Bonferroni) did not give any significant pair wise differences.
Discussion
In the present study, the results demonstrated that fuzzy c-means methods with three classes (FCM3) thresholded at 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 generated segmentation results closest to expert segmentation. This is compatible with the work of Ertas et al [3] who noted for breast MRI that the correlation between breast densities estimated based on interactive thresholding and FCM3 is highest when a threshold of 0.20 is used. The prone-supine evaluation of segmentation algorithms did not show significant differences between the various methods. In 7 out of 24 cases, large relative differences (>10%) between prone and supine VBD were found. The likely reason for these large relative differences is the poor accuracy of breast tissue segmentation algorithms for breasts with sparse distribution of fibroglandular tissue. Otherwise our findings were similar with those of Nie et al [10] who observed in their study, using breast MRI, a 3-6% variation in measurements of VBD with body positioning.
This study demonstrated: (1) fuzzy c-means clustering with three classes gives the most accurate segmentation of breast tissue; (2) the distribution of tissues within the breast significantly affects the segmentation accuracy. The results of this study is expected to aid development of adaptive breast radiotherapy based on modelling of tissue mechanics [8] .
